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Searching for Gravitational Waves from 
Inflation with BICEP/Keck 



Edwin Hubble 

2) It was once hot and 
dense, like the inside of the 
Sun. 

  (Alpher, Gamow, Herman, 1940s) 

3) You can still see the glow!  
The Cosmic Microwave Background             

 (Penzias & Wilson, 1964) 
Bob Wilson & Arno Penzias 

1978 Nobel Prize 

⇒ acceptance of the “HOT BIG BANG” 

1) The universe is expanding. 
(Hubble, 1920s) 

Modern cosmology in a nutshell: 



2005 CMB Task Force 
Report



CMB	Surface	of	Last	Sca0ering	

	CMB	is	a	sample	of	the	density	structure	on	a	shell	cut	through	the	
380,000	year	old	Universe	

	We	are	at	the	center	

All sky map projected on 
a sphere 



Power Spectrum (Blob size histogram) 
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Triumphant/Embarrassing	Contemporary	Cosmology	
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Empty universe
Favored model

	And	it	implies	that	the	future	is	
runaway	expansion…	

	Also	it	doesn’t	explain	horizon/flatness	etc…	

	CMB	and	other	data	fits	GR	
based	LCDM	model	beau%fully	
–	but	it	demands	that	96%	of	
the	Universe	is	invisible	to	us		



The	Horizon	Problem	

	How	did	points	A	and	B	“know”	to	be	at	the	same	temperature	at	380,000	years?	



InflaBon	solves	the	Flatness	Problem	

	If	you	take	some	curved	space	and	blow	it	up	enough	preVy	soon	it	
is	no	longer	curved	on	a	local	scale	–	like	our	enWre	observable	

Universe!	

	InflaWon…	



Next few slides are placeholders for Chao Lin’s slides on 
 
“ what is inflation, why do we believe it, GWs as smoking gun, 
how GW's make the B-mode pattern, it is very faint! (1/20,000,000, i.e. 
for every 20,000,000 photons oriented like his, on average you may get 
20,000,001 oriented the other.) “ 

Inflation posits a pre-phase of 
exponential expansion 

Alan Guth Andrei Linde 



Why Inflation? 

Solves the horizon problem: 
Why is the CMB nearly uniform? 
How do apparently causally 
disconnected regions of space 
get set to the same 
temperature? 
 
Solves the flatness problem: 
Why is the net spatial curvature 
close to zero? 
 
Explains the initial perturbation 
spectrum: Why was it close to 
flat power law? 
 
Solves the monopole problem: 
Why do we not observe 
magnetic monopoles in the 
Universe today? 

A volume much larger than our 
entire observable universe today 
was once a caussally connected 
sub atomic spec. 
 
 
 
Any initial spatial curvature is 
diluted away to undetectabilty by 
the hyper expansion. 
 
Equal amount of perturbations 
are injected at each step in the 
exponential expansion. 
 
Monopoles are diluted away to 
undetectability. 
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CMB polarization: 
arises at last scattering  

from local radiation quadrupole 

e- 



CMB polarization 



The BICEP/Keck Collaboration 

CMB Polarization power spectra 

E-mode 

In standard ΛCDM only E-modes are 
present at last scattering 

During propagation 
some of the E-modes 
are confused into B-
modes by lensing 

Inflationary gravitational waves are unique 
source of intrinsic B-modes 
→ peaking at l≈100 : degree scales 
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The State of B-mode Measurements in early 2014 

In simple inflationary 
gravitational wave models 
the 
 
tensor-to-scalar ratio r 

 
is the only parameter to 
the B-mode spectrum. 
 
Before BICEP2: only 
upper limits from 
searches for Inflationary 
B-modes 
 
BICEP1 limits translated 
to: 

  
     r < 0.7 (95% CL) 

Polarbear 
SPT x-corr 

SPT x-corr: lower limits on lensing B-mode 
from cross correlation using the CIB 
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Planck Inflationary model constraints 

Ø  Limits on inflationary model parameters can be set using non B-mode data – 
Planck has maxed these out at r<0.12 (95%) – the only way forward is B-mode 
polarization measurements 

Ø  Inflation is more of an idea than a “theory” – there is a huge array of specific 
models. Some of these produce r values which are very small and perhaps 
undetectable… 

(Plot from arxiv/1502.02114) 
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Inflation is controversial 

arxiv/1312.7619 

arxiv/1402.6980 



The BICEP/Keck Collaboration 

  



Journey	to	the	South	Pole	

Minneapolis	->California	->	New	Zealand	->	McMurdo	->	South	Pole	



AntarcBc	ConBnent	

Larger	then	the	US	–	Ice	sheet	two	miles	thick!	





Christchurch	New	Zealand	–	Clothing	Warehouse	



Big	Program!	



Arrival	in	AntarcBca	



McMurdo	–	base	on	the	coast	



On	to	the	Pole	–	over	the	TransantarcBc	Mountains	



Unloading	at	Pole	



The	Actual	South	Pole	



Nothing	Out	There!	



Why	do	this	at	the	Pole?	

•  High	and	dry	–	see	out	into	space	
•  On	Earth’s	rotaWonal	axis	-	One	day/night	cycle	per	year	

–  Long	night	makes	for	great	quality	data	
•  Good	support	infrastructure	–	power,	cargo,	data	comm	
•  Food	and	accommodaWon	provided	
•  Even	Tuesday	night	bingo…	

BICEP1 
  BICEP2 
    BICEP3 

10m South Pole Telescope 

QUAD 
Keck 

South Pole CMB telescopes 



The BICEP/Keck Collaboration 

Experimental Strategy 

→ Small aperture telescopes (cheap, fast, low systematics) 
→ Target the 2 degree peak of the B-mode 
→ Integrate continuously from South Pole 
→ Observe 1% patch of sky 
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•  Small aperture 
•  Wide field of view 
•  Cold refractor 

BICEP2/Keck Experimental Concept 



Planar 
antenna 
array 

Slot 
antennas 

Transition edge sensor 

Mass-produced superconducting detectors 

Microstrip filters 

Focal 
plane 
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Raw Data - Perfect Weather 
Time 50 mins 

Telescope Movement 

Sum of detector pairs 

Difference of detector pairs 

➢  Cover the whole field in 60 such scansets 
then start over at new boresight rotation 

➢  Scanning modulates the CMB 
       signal to freqs < 4 Hz 
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Raw Data - Worse Weather 
Time 50 mins 

Telescope Movement 

Sum of detector pairs 

Difference of detector pairs 

➢  Scanning over lumpy atmosphere 
→ “clouds” 

➢  Pair difference still clean 
→ atmosphere is unpolarized 
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BICEP2 3-year Data Set 
Live Time 

Instantaneous Sensitivity 

Cumulative Map Depth 

on source 
after cuts 

Final map depth: 
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    Total Polarization 

Scale: 

E-mode dominated pattern – no obvious curl component 
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     B-mode Contribution 

Scale: 

Apply purification operation to Q/U maps which leaves only B-modes (given all 
timestream filterings etc.) 
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     B-mode Contribution 

Scale: 

Stretch scale by factor 6 – see “swirly” B-mode 



BB
 

First detection of B-modes at degree scales and 150GHz 

high significance detection of B-modes
at 150 GHz

null test (“jackknife”)

(This plot uses all 
data taken through 
2013) 



Unfortunately we are in a galaxy! 

The interstellar space within our galaxy 
contains dust grains 
They are very cold but they still glow 
thermally in microwaves 

Earth 

View out 
of plane 

View in 
plane 
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Polarized Foreground Contamination from Our Galaxy 

r=0.01 

Best sky 

full sky 

b>10 
b>30 
b>50 

15
0 

G
H

z 

At low 
frequency 
synchrotron 
contamination 

At high 
frequency dust 
contamination 

Sweetest 
spot 

Pick a cleaner 
patch of sky 
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Observing Frequency (GHz) (Plot from Dunkley et al 
arxiv/0811.3915) 



30 
GHz

44 
GHz

70 
GHz

100 
GHz

143 
GHz

217 
GHz

353 
GHz

The highest frequency have 
decent signal-to-noise for dust 
signal in the BICEP/Keck field

Slightly after BICEP2 
results came Planck 
polarized maps at 7 
frequencies 
(two more from WMAP 
at low frequencies 
already existed) 



BICEP2 and Keck Array 

BICEP2 2008-2011 

Keck Array 2011-present Keck  

BICEP2 

BICEP2 x 5 =

The Keck Array



Detectors	Designed	to	Scale	in	Frequency	(JPL)	

95	GHz	

150	GHz	

220	GHz	

95	GHz	

150	GHz	

220	GHz	

Up to 2013 – all 150GHz 
2014 – 95/150GHz 
2015 – 95/150/220GHz 



BK14 150GHz – 50 nK deg (3.0µK arcmin)  

150 GHz maps



BK14 95GHz – 127 nK deg (7.6µK arcmin)  

95 GHz maps



auto and cross-spectra 



auto and cross-spectra 



auto and cross-spectra 

cross-spectrum only traces spatially 
correlated component of maps



Take all possible 
auto- and cross 
spectra between 
BICEP/Keck, 
WMAP, and 
Planck bands  
(66 of them) 



Take the joint likelihood of all the spectra simultaneously 
vs. model for BB that is the ΛCDM lensing expectation + 
7 parameter foreground model + r 
 
foreground model = dust + synchrotron 

Asynch

Multicomponent likelihood analysis 

βsynch

αsynch

Adust

βdust

αdust

ε

amplitudes @ l=80

frequency spectral 
indices

spatial spectral 
indices

dust/synch spatial 
correlation



Put priors on the frequency spectral 
indices of dust & sync 

Marginalize over 
generous ranges in 
spatial spectral 
indices 

Allow dust/sync 
correlation 

Adust Asynchr

A s
yn

ch


A d
us

t
L/

L p
ea

k

dust vs. r 
degeneracy lifted 
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indices of dust & sync 

Marginalize over 
generous ranges in 
spatial spectral 
indices 

Allow dust/sync 
correlation 

Adust Asynchr
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dust vs. r 
degeneracy lifted 

r < 0.09 (95% CL) 



Put priors on the frequency spectral 
indices of dust & sync 

Marginalize over 
generous ranges in 
spatial spectral 
indices 

Allow dust/sync 
correlation 

Adust Asynchr

A s
yn

ch


A d
us

t
L/

L p
ea

k

dust vs. r 
degeneracy lifted 

r < 0.09 (95% CL) 

Now beats temperature constraints 



Component separated power spectrum (BK14) 



no 
B-modes 

with 
B-modes 

Steadily tightening the constraints on 
inflationary models 

Adding in temperature: constraints on Inflation 



Teaser for the future: Keck 2015 E-mode maps 

Already deeper  
than Planck 217 GHz 

LCDM E-modes with high 
s/n at three frequencies in 
a single year! 



Now operating: 
BICEP3 “Super receiver” 

All 95 GHz 
 
2560 detectors in modular 
focal plane 
 
Large-aperture optics and 
infrared filtering 
 
> 10x optical throughput 
of single BICEP2/Keck 
receiver 
 
 

Keck receiver 
BICEP3 



BICEP3 
(2015-) 

BICEP Array 
(2018-) 

Keck Array 
(2012-2017) 

BICEP2 
(2010-2012) 

Stage 2 Stage 3 
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BKP 
BK14 



Designing BICEP Array Telescope Mount 

This time next year this machine will be in the PAN high-bay for 
outfitting – then it will be shipped to South Pole for installation 



Designing BICEP Array Cryostat 

Right now UMN grad student Mike Crumrine is designing the BICEP 
Array cryostat (right) 
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Conclusions 

➢  BICEP/Keck lead the field in the quest to detect or set limits on 
inflationary gravitational waves: 

➢  Best published sensitivity to date 
➢  Best proven systematic control at degree angular scales 
 
➢  Adding 2014 data including, for the first time 95GHz data: 
➢  Results in modest improvement: r0.05<0.12 goes to r0.05<0.09 
➢  However this is an important milestone: for the first time B-mode 

only constraint exceeds the sensitivity of (Planck) TT derived 
constraint (r0.05<0.12) 

 
➢  And we can go much further: 
➢  2015 data also includes 220GHz - σ(r)=0.018 
➢  And BICEP3 is now online at 95GHz 
➢  …and we have BIG plans for the BICEP3G-Array – σ(r)=0.005 

➢  And beyond that is mega experiment CMB-S4… 
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